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Introduction 
The IBM Virtualization Engine TS7700 Series is the latest in the line of tape virtualization products that has 
revolutionized the way mainframe customers utilize their tape resources.  Security of the information stored 
on the internal disk subsystem used to virtualize tape has become important to many customers.  The 
TS7740, TS7720 and TS7760 (collectively called TS7700 hereon) internally use a disk subsystem to store 
or cache virtual tape volumes.  The IBM TS7700 disk subsystem models 3956-CC8, 3956-CS9, 3956-CC9 
and 3956-CSA have been enhanced to support disk encryption.  Additionally, these subsystem models 
support externally managed disk encryption since September 2015.  This white paper describes the general 
use of data encryption on these disk subsystems when used in the TS7700 Virtualization Engine (VE). 
 

Summary of Changes 
1.0.   This is the initial version of this document.  
1.1.  Updated to reflect 3956-CC9 models. 

1.2 Updated to reflect 3956-CS9, CSA and external encryption 
1.3 Updated to reflect external encryption configuration and setup 

 

Overview 
The importance of data protection has become increasingly apparent with news reports of security breaches, 
loss and theft of personal and financial information, and government regulation.  Encryption of the disk 
subsystem internal to the TS7700 helps control the risks of unauthorized data access without excessive 
security management burden or subsystem performance issues. 

The disk encryption solution for tape virtualization consists of several components.  IBM’s disk encryption 
solution uses Full Disk Encryption (FDE) disk drives inside the disk subsystem. These drives are Self-
Encrypting Drives (SEDs).  The specific models that support the disk encryption function include:  3956-
CC8, 3956-CC9, 3956-CS9, 3956-CSA (including their corresponding expansion drawers). 

These disk drives or Disk Drive Modules (DDMs) contain the cryptographic chipset necessary to implement 
a hardware-based encryption solution. This solution is based on the AES-256 bit encryption standard and 
adheres to the Trusted Computing Group (TCG) enterprise security requirements.  Additionally, this 
solution complies with National Security Agency standards by implementing government-grade encryption. 

The disk subsystem can be encrypted using two methods of key management:  Local or External. Local key 
management minimizes management burden by locally managing the disk encryption implementation.  
Using local encryption management fully automates the encryption solution by not requiring external key 
servers or additional software to maintain.  External key management on the other hand, isolates the 
encryption key away from the TS7700 and onto an IBM Secure Key Lifecycle Management (ISKLM) 
server.  Using external encryption management adds another layer of security by ensuring that all copies of 
the encryption keys are only permanently stored inside an ISKLM server.  This additional layer of security 
however, requires additional maintenance of the ISKLM software and hardware. 
Because disk drive modules routinely fail, both, local and external disk encryption ensure any failed drives 
can be safely disposed of knowing that their contents are encrypted and thus unreadable.  
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Code Requirements 
Disk encryption was first introduced with the TS7700 Virtualization Engine microcode version 8.21.0.119 
in January 2012.  This first version only supports Local key encryption management.  However, starting 
with microcode version 8.33.0.45 introduced in September 2015, the TS7700 added support for External 
key management. There are no additional host software updates required for the local disk encryption 
management function.  The external key management function requires an ISKLM server.  The current 
version of ISKLM supported includes ISKLM 2.7 for Linux and Windows only.  There is currently no 
support for ISKLM on zOS as of this writing. 
The communication between an ISKLM and the TS7700 is established using the IBM Proprietary Port (IPP) 
over standard TCP.  The port used for this communication is customer assignable with the default set to 
3801 as of this writing.  Some newer ISKLM versions also support IPP over standard secure channels such 
as SSL over TLS.  However, IPP over SSL/TLS is currently not supported on the TS7700.  As of this 
writing only IPP over TCP is supported by the TS7700. 

Disk Encryption Introduction 
Disk encryption protects data at rest.  The TS7700 uses multiple Redundant Array of Independent Disk 
(RAID) Drives in the internal disk subsystem to protect and store virtual tape volumes.  In the case of a 
3956-CSA system, the disk drives are pooled into Dynamic Disk Pools instead of Arrays but the function is 
similar.  The disk subsystem is the only subcomponent of the TS7700 that stores the data sensitive virtual 
tape volumes.  Virtual tape volume data and information is protected by encrypting the individual drives 
that form the RAID arrays or Pools.  This solution therefore protects the data at rest in the TS7700, that is, it 
protects the individual drives that form all RAID arrays or Pools in the subsystem where the data is stored.  
This solution complements other types of encryption solutions that may be available such as tape encryption 
or encryption of data while in transit. 

 
The disk encryption is implemented by hardware inside each disk drive module.  Each disk drive module 
(DDM) inside the TS7700 disk subsystem contains a cryptography chip that encrypts its own data.  Using 
this hardware based approach ensures optimal performance.  If one or more DDMs become exposed to 
unauthorized third parties the data contained within that drive will be unavailable and unreadable without 
the proper encryption key.   

 
There are two types of keys each disk drive module (DDM) supports: an encryption key and the unlock key. 
The encryption key inside each DDM is contained inside the cryptographic chipset of the DDM.  The 
encryption key is used to encrypt and decrypt data stored in the DDM.  The unlock key, on the other hand, is 
used to lock or unlock the DDM.  The unlock key does not play part in the actual encryption algorithm used 
by each disk drive module (DDM).  The unlock key when enabled locks the encryption key such that the 
DDM cannot properly initialize without the correct unlock key. The unlock key thus renders the DDM 
unavailable for any type of I/O (read or write) without the proper unlock key.  The unlock key can be 
changed at any time without having to wait for the drive to re-encrypt itself.  This is a double protection 
mechanism.  With encryption enabled, every single DDM in the TS7700 will be physically encrypted and 
every single DDM will only initialize if the correct unlock key is provided. 
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Encryption can be enabled on-demand since the unlock key can be set independent of the encryption key.  
This minimizes configuration time to virtually minutes instead of waiting for days for existing data to be 
encrypted.  However, once unlock keys are enabled they cannot be disabled; this ensures permanent data 
protection. 

 
Encryption keys can be locally managed.  A locally-managed key is contained internally by the TS7700 in a 
non-volatile memory area that is only accessible by the internal disk subsystem controllers’ memory (non-
volatile RAM).  When this key is copied to areas outside this protected memory, the key is encrypted with 
its own algorithm in order to further obfuscate and thus avoid being intercepted unknowingly.  An 
obfuscated copy of this key is stored as a backup inside the TS7700 pSeries subsystem.  This backup copy 
can only be accessed manually by higher levels of service personnel during disaster recovery scenarios, for 
example, in the rare event both disk controllers need to be replaced at once.  At customer requests, this 
obfuscated key can be optionally backed up to media outside the TS7740 (such as CD or DVD disks). 
 

Encryption keys can also be externally managed.  An externally-managed key is not stored in either non-
volatile memory, the TS7700, nor DVD backup disks.  An externally-managed key is only permanently 
stored in an ISKLM server which is managed by security administrators separately from the TS7700.  
 

The main advantage of Local vs External key management is that Local key management is fully 
automated. It is completely managed internally by the TS7700. 

The main advantage of External vs Local key management is that the key is permanently stored outside of 
the TS7700.  Therefore, the encryption key is only available to security administrators of the ISKLM server.  
The administrators of the ISKLM server may be different than the administrators or users of the TS7700. 
This adds another layer of security at the cost of the additional administration and maintenance of the 
ISKLM server. 
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Locally Managed Encryption 
Locally managed encryption stores the lock key to the encryption key inside the disk subsystem controller’s 
non-volatile memory.  Locally managed encryption key configuration and maintenance is automated by the 
TS7700 microcode.  The TS7700 microcode supports enabling locally managed encryption, modifying 
keys, and backing up the key.   
 

Features 
On-Demand Enablement 
Disk-encryption can be enabled with Locally Managed Encryption Keys concurrent with customer 
operations.  This ensures no customer downtime.  Additionally, there is no performance degradation during 
or after encryption enablement even on systems with large amounts of active stored data in the disk 
subsystem. 
EKM Migration Support 
Any TS7700 configured with Local Key Management can be easily migrated to External Key Management 
for future needs.  Migration to External Key Management is also concurrent with customer operations. 
Re-key Support 
Any TS7700 configured with Local Key Management encryption can be re-keyed with new encryption keys 
on-demand with no downtime and no performance loss during or after the re-key operation.  Additionally, 
the key(s) can be externally stored to media such as DVD discs for backup and safekeeping.  The re-key and 
backup operations can be initiated from the TS7700 service menus. 
Always-on Encryption 
Once encryption is enabled it cannot be disabled unless Cryptographic Disk Erase is performed.   
Cryptographic Disk Erase 
Cryptographic Disk Erase allows customers to erase the disk subsystem by securely erasing all copies of the 
encryption keys only.  This feature does not do Secure Data Overwrite as actual data is not erased.  Instead, 
this feature code securely erases only the encryption keys such that any knowledge of such keys is forgotten.  
Without any means of retrieving the encryption key all previously written data inside every DDM will be 
undifferentiated from random or meaningless data.  Cryptographic Disk Erase is meant to complement the 
Cluster Cleanup feature code. Cryptographic Disk Erase in conjunction with Cluster Cleanup is the only 
means available of disabling encryption and returning the system to its un-encrypted state. 
 

Prerequisites 
While the feature for disk encryption support is customer-installable, actual enablement may require 
configuration by an IBM Service representative. 
TS7700 Virtualization Engine Microcode 
The Virtualization Engine (VE) must be running microcode level 8.21.0.119 or higher.  The disk encryption 
feature code must be installed to access the encryption settings. 
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TS7700 Virtualization Engine Hardware 
The TS7700 Virtualization Engine (VE) must contain compatible hardware in order to enable disk 
encryption.  This compatible hardware must include only disk subsystems populated with FDE capable 
drives.  TS7700 systems shipped before January 2012 may not contain this new hardware.  TS7700 vital 
product data (VPD) can be analyzed by IBM service representatives to ensure existing hardware meets these 
requirements. 
 

Installation 
The disk encryption feature code provides explicit instructions on setting and enabling disk encryption.  
These illustrated instructions are not repeated in this paper.  Briefly, the installation steps are: 

• Customer installs the proper feature code using the Management Interface (MI) 
• IBM Service Representative enables encryption from the TS7740 VE service menu 

Encryption is completely transparent to the operation of the TS7700.  Once activated, encryption cannot be 
disabled.  However, keys can be re-generated or backed to external media at any time by IBM service 
representatives from the VE service menu. 
 

Maintenance 
There are no additional maintenance requirements with locally managed disk encryption.  All disk drive 
modules (DDMs) that form the RAID arrays or DDP pools must be Full Drive Encryption (FDE) capable.  
When a FDE capable DDM fails, the TS7700 will automatically inform service personnel the replacement 
part number needed.  Note that the system will not allow a non-FDE drive to be inserted as a replacement to 
an FDE drive.  Due to the transparency of locally managed encryption, other TS7700 subcomponent 
upgrades, part replacements etc. are not affected and will continue to work the same way as systems without 
disk encryption enabled. 
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Externally Managed Encryption Keys 
Externally managed encryption stores the lock key to the encryption key inside an IBM Secure Key 
Lifecycle Manager (ISKLM) server.  An ISKLM server is separate and independent from the TS7700 
system.  Externally managed encryption key configuration consists of two phases. In the first phase, the 
ISKLM server is setup to accept key requests from the TS7700 disk subsystem.  In the second phase, an 
IBM Service representative enables external key encryption from the TS7700 service panels. 

Features 
On-Demand Enablement 
Disk-encryption can be enabled with Externally Managed Encryption Keys concurrent with customer 
operations. This ensures no customer downtime. Additionally, there is no performance degradation during 
or after encryption enablement even on systems with large amounts of active stored data in the disk 
subsystem. 
Locally Managed Keys Migration 
Migrating from External to Local Key Management is not supported. 
Re-key and Key Backup 
Any TS7700 configured with External Key Management Encryption will depend on the ISKLM server to 
manage the encryption keys.  The TS7700 does not support backing up the encryption keys to external 
media such as DVD discs.  Instead, the ISKLM itself must be used to perform key backups.  The TS7700 
supports re-key however.  From the TS7700 service menu, a request can be sent to the ISKLM to issue a 
new key to the disk subsystem for re-key.  The TS7700 does not store any encryption key permanently.  All 
copies of the encryption keys will remain only in the ISKLM indefinitely.  The TS7700 supports up to two 
synchronized ISKLM servers for redundancy. 
Single ISKLM Primary Key Store 
The disk cache models used by the TS7700 are assigned encryption keys by the ISKLM primary key store 
using sequential key labels.  Two or more independent primary key stores connected to two or more TS7700 
clusters can be used, but their key stores must remain independent forever.  Any future merging of primary 
key stores when two or more key stores have assigned keys to different TS7700s can lead to key label 
collisions.  Though the actual encryption keys are unique, the labels associated with them can conflict.  
Therefore, it's best to use a single primary key store, which can have many synchronized children, 
secondaries or clones.  If two primary key stores are required, the keys handed out to the attached TS7700s 
can never be consolidated through key store merging. 
Always-on Encryption 
Once encryption is enabled it cannot be disabled unless Cryptographic Disk Erase is performed.   
Cryptographic Disk Erase 
Cryptographic Disk Erase allows customers to erase the disk subsystem by securely erasing all copies of the 
encryption keys only.  This feature does not do Secure Data Overwrite as actual data is not erased.  Instead, 
this feature code securely erases only the encryption keys such that any knowledge of such keys is forgotten.  
Without any means of retrieving the encryption key all previously written data inside every DDM will be 
undifferentiated from random or meaningless data.  Cryptographic Disk Erase is meant to complement the 
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Cluster Cleanup feature code. Cryptographic Disk Erase in conjunction with Cluster Cleanup is the only 
means available of disabling encryption and returning the system to its un-encrypted state. 
 

Prerequisites 
While the feature for disk encryption support is customer-installable, actual enablement may require 
configuration by an IBM Service representative. 

 
TS7700 Virtualization Engine Microcode 

The Virtualization Engine (VE) must be running microcode level 8.33.0.45 or higher.  The disk encryption 
feature code must be installed to access the encryption settings.  Additionally, a second feature code that 
installs an ISKLM communication certificate in the TS7700 may be needed as well. 
TS7700 Virtualization Engine Hardware 
The TS7700 Virtualization Engine (VE) must contain compatible hardware in order to enable disk 
encryption.  This compatible hardware must include only disk subsystems populated with FDE capable 
drives.  TS7700 systems shipped before January 2012 may not contain this new hardware.   
ISKLM Microcode 
The TS7700 currently only supports ISKLM servers running on Linux or Windows.  ISKLM for zOS is not 
currently supported.  The minimum version supported of ISKLM is 2.7. 
 
The ISKLM server must be configured to communicate with the TS7700 using IPP over TCP.  Any version 
of KMIP or IPP over SSL/TLC is not currently supported. 
 
TS7700 vital product data (VPD) can be analyzed by IBM service representatives to ensure existing 
hardware, software and feature codes meet the above requirements. 
 

ISKLM Configuration 
An administrator of the ISKLM server is required to enable and setup the ISKLM in order for key 
exchanges to be handled by the ISKLM.  The TS7700 has no control of the ISKLM configuration.  The 
TS7700 will simply act as a proxy to pass internal requests for keys by the DDMs to the ISKLM and vice 
versa.  Therefore, the first step is to setup the ISKLM server for key exchanges.  The actual steps to 
configure the ISKLM can vary based on operating system or ISKLM version.  Because of that reason, 
please consult with an ISKLM administrator for the correct or updated instructions. As a general guideline, 
the following instructions can be used to configure an ISKLM server: 

1. Open the ISKLM management window and log in using an Admin ID.  

2. Create a new keystore if not done already.  On some versions of ISKLM servers this reads as 
“click here to create the master keystore”. The Keystore settings window is displayed.  

3. Type and retype (if needed) the password for the keystore. Keep the default values for the other 
keystore settings, and click OK.  
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Figure 1 - Creating a Keystore 

 
4. Click the Welcome link on the left side of the window. The Welcome window opens. 

5.  In the Key and Device Management box, select DS5000 from the Manage keys and devices 
menu, and click Go. The Key and Device Management window opens. The DS5000 is the 
generic term the ISKLM uses for DDM key requests coming from a multitude of compatible 
systems which include the disk subsystems inside the TS7700 such as the 3956-CC9, CS9, CSA 
etc. 
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Figure 2 - Key Device Management 
 
6. When the Confirm prompt is displayed, click Cancel.  

7. In the drop-down menu at the bottom of the window, select either the option to Automatically 
accept new device requests or select the option to Hold new device requests pending my 
approval.  

8. If the option to automatically accept new device requests is chosen then the ISKLM server is 
ready to accept key requests from the TS7700.  However, if the option to hold a new device 
request is chosen, the first time the TS7700 tries to store a key, the operation will fail because 
the ISKLM server will deny access until the device is approved manually.  Follow these 
additional steps if the option to hold a new device request is chosen: 

8.1. First instruct the IBM Service representative to enable external key management from the 
VE service menus.  This will generate a request for access to the ISKLM server.  However, 
the IBM Service representative may see the operation fail because the ISKLM denied the 
communication.  Once the TS7700 request has been completed by the IBM Service 
representative click the Pending devices link in the Action Items box in the ISKLM 
interface.  
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Figure 3 - Pending Service Requests  
 

8.2.  The Pending Device Requests window should open. Select the device in the list and click 
Accept. The Accept Device Request window opens 

8.3. Click Accept on the Accept Device Request window for each TS7700 disk subsystem string 
that appears. The TKLM server should now be configured and manage all keys for the 
TS7700 disk subsystem(s).  A second attempt to enable encryption from the TS7700 may be 
required if the first attempt failed due to the device being denied access until manually 
approved.  If that was the case, instruct the TS7700 Service Representative to retry the disk 
encryption enablement from the TS7000 VE support menus. 
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Figure 4 - Accepting Device Request 
 
 

TS7000 Configuration 
Once the ISKLM server has been configured the next step is to enable externally managed encryption from 
the TS7700.  These are the main steps: 

• If not already installed, the customer installs the proper features code using the Management 
Interface (MI) 

• IBM Service Representative enables encryption from the TS7740 VE service menu.  This may 
include installing any needed ISKLM-based certificates if not already present. 

 

Maintenance 
There are no additional TS7700 maintenance requirements with externally managed disk encryption.  All 
disk drive modules (DDMs) that form the RAID arrays must be Full Drive Encryption (FDE) capable.  
When a FDE capable DDM fails, the TS7700 will automatically inform service personnel the replacement 
part number needed.  Note that the system will not allow a non-FDE drive to be inserted once encryption is 
enabled.  Due to the transparency of locally managed encryption, other TS7700 subcomponent upgrades, 
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part replacements etc. are not affected and will continue to work the same way as systems without disk 
encryption enabled.  The ISKLM server however, may require additional maintenance. 
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RAID Arrays and Disk Pools 
The TS7700 disk subsystem uses disk drives that form part of a Redundant Arrays of Independent Disks 
(RAID) or Dynamic Disk Pools (DDP). The number of RAID arrays or DDP pools varies depending on the 
specific storage capacity of the TS7700.  Disk subsystem models 3956-CC8 (and its 3956-CX7 expansion 
drawers) use RAID5 arrays which can withstand one disk failure in the same array.  Disk subsystem models 
3956-CC9 (and its 3956-CX9 expansion drawers) or 3956-CS9 (with 3956-XS9 expansion drawers) use 
RAID6 arrays which can withstand two disk failures in the same array.  Disk subsystem models 3956-CSA 
(and its 3956-XSA expansion drawers) use DDP pools which like RAID6 provide protection from up to two 
drive failures in the same pool.  Additionally, all systems come with spare drives to mitigate disk failures.  
When a disk fails, a spare drive automatically takes over for the failed drive. When a spare drive has fully 
taken over, the RAID array (or DDP pool) is fully protected again. When the failed drive is physically 
replaced, the new drive will copy over from the spare drive. The spare drive then goes back to being an 
unused spare drive (in DDP pools the pool will rebalance).  This behavior is consistent between encryption 
capable and non-encryption capable disk subsystems. 
 

 
Figure 5 – Disk Array 

 

Unencrypted drives with data in a RAID array (array members) Unused spare drive (not an 
array member) 

Tape volume 
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Figure 6 – Disk Array With a Failed Drive 
 

 
Figure 7 – Disk Array With Drive Replacement 
 
When disk encryption is enabled, all disk members of the RAID arrays (or pools) are individually 
encrypted.  When a spare drive takes over for a failed drive, it automatically turns on its encryption and any 
data that is being rebuilt will therefore be encrypted on that spare drive. When the failed drive is physically 
replaced, the replacement drive will also automatically turn on its encryption and form part of the RAID 
array. The spare drive then goes back to being a spare but will remain encrypted. 

Unencrypted drives with data in a RAID array with one failed drive Spare drive in use (now a 
member of the array) 

Tape volume 

Unencrypted drives with data in a RAID array with drive replaced Spare drive back to unused (not an 
array member) 

Tape volume 
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With disk encryption enabled the failed drive can be safely disposed of knowing that its contents are 
encrypted and thus unreadable. 

 
Figure 8 – Encrypted Disk Array 
 

 
Figure 9 – Encrypted Disk Array With a Failed Drive 

 

Drives with encrypted data in a RAID array Unused spare drive with no data 

Tape volume 

Drives with encrypted data in a RAID array with one failed 
drive. The failed drive contains encrypted data which will be 
ineligible if attempted to be read back. 

Spare drive in use. Data is 
encrypted 

Tape volume 
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Figure 10 – Encrypted Disk Array with Drive Replacement 
 
  

Drives with encrypted data in a RAID array with new replacement 
drive automatically encrypted 

Unused spare drive. Although unused, drive has any 
remnant data still encrypted 

Tape volume 
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Key Exchanges  
When disk encryption is first enabled, all physical drives (DDMs) will be locked with a lock key (also 
called unlock key).  The lock key safeguards the encryption key of each DDM such that the DDM will be 
unusable without the correct lock key.  This lock key is independent from the encryption key.  The 
encryption key is unique for each DDM and is stored only in the cryptographic chipset of the DDM.  The 
encryption key is never externalized outside the drive.  The lock key is used to protect the encryption key.  
Several DDMs could have the same lock key but never the same encryption key.  After encryption is 
enabled each DDM will ask for a lock key during the first initial I/O such as during power-ups, when a 
spare drive becomes an array member, etc.  If the lock key is invalid, the DDM will be unable to retrieve the 
encryption key from its cryptographic chipset and the DDM will fail to initialize (no I/O will be possible). 
 

 
Figure 11 – Lock Key Exchange 

 
The encryption itself however is done individually by each drive’s on-board cryptography chipset.  The 
unlock key stored by the drive is not part of the algorithm used to encrypt its contents.  The unlock key is 
instead used to obfuscate the encryption key so that not even the drive can obtain the encryption key without 
the proper unlock key.  Once the drive is unlocked all write I/O operations will be encrypted by the drive’s 
cryptography hardware before they get written to physical media. Similarly only drives that are unlocked 
will be allowed to read from the physical media.  The read I/O operations will get decrypted by the drive’s 
cryptography chipset before being presented to the disk subsystem controllers.  

!@#
$%! 

abc12
3 

Unlock key given to drive by external 
source (controller or ISKLM server) 

Unlock key unlocks encryption 
key 

Drive can perform 
IO. Encrypt writes 
and decrypt reads Drive cannot perform IO until 

encryption key is obtained 
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The strength of the encryption key is AES-256.  The strength of the unlock key is AES-256.  The strength of 
the encrypted communication channel between the controller and the DDM is AES-256.  The strength of an 
externalized (obfuscated) unlock key is AES-128.  The externalized (obfuscated) unlock key only applies to 
Local Key Management where the key can be backed up to storage outside the disk subsystem such as a 
DVD disc. 
 
Using this approach enables the TS7700 to protect the data inside the DDMs while automating the 
encryption and the management of the keys in a way that is transparent to the user.  Performance is 
maximized and downtime is minimized by using a hardware based cryptography chipset localized to each 
individual disk drive. 

 

 
Figure 12 – Valid Key Exchange 

Drive performs I/O only if the unlock key can unlock the encryption key inside the drive’s chipset 

Unlock key inside controller’s 
NVSRAM or ISKLM server 

Data given to controller 
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Figure 13 – Invalid Key Exchange 

  

Encrypted drive will lock-up if incorrect unlock key is given 

Invalid key Drive lock-up. No further I/O possible 
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